Fire Warden Training
What would happen if your company had a major fire?
Do you have sufficient procedures in place to ensure that all personnel are safe,
your business premises are protected and to ensure that if you do have a fire
that the insurance company will pay out?
Do you have trained Fire Wardens in place?
Do you have sufficient people trained to cover leave and holidays?
Do your staff know what to do in the event of a fire?
Do you have correct test and recording procedures in place?
Do your staff know what extinguisher to use on which type of fire?
How many of your staff have actually operated a fire extinguisher in a real
fire scenario?
Why should you train your employees? Apart from it is a legal requirement under
the new Regulatory Reform (Fire Safety) Order that came into force on the 1st
October 2006 it has also been proven time and again that a well trained workforce
not only reduces the risk of fire, but in the event of one, employees will respond
quickly and effectively to minimise the damage.
70% of companies that have a major fire never trade again! (Arson Prevention
Bureau)
How people learn: Our trainers understand that people learn through their five
senses sight, sound, touch, smell and taste. Generally people have a preferred
learning style i.e. visual (reading), auditory (listening to tapes) and kinaesthetic
(hands on).
Traditional classroom learning styles previously taught, may only have covered
the visual and auditory learning styles. However, we have designed our courses
to maximise the learning for all students that attend.
Our practical fire extinguisher element of the course is specifically designed to
give your personnel the opportunity to operate fire extinguishers in a real fire
scenario. Equipment Used: WeÕve invested in some of the best fire safety training
technology that money can buy. We use state of the art, all weather, gas-powered,
environmentally friendly fire safety training simulators. This replaces the outdated
approach of setting fire to a tray of petrol in your car park. The fire training simulator
produces plenty of flames, heat and drama but has none of the drawbacks of
previous methods used.
This course will encourage personnel to take an active role
in the protection of their livelihoods and your business.
Course Structure: Presentation
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Intro to fire safety
Fire precautions/health & safety legislation
General fire prevention measures
Actions to be taken in the event of a fire
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Evacuation procedures
Means of escape
Types of alarms and fire detectors
Fire wardens responsibilities
Calling the fire brigade
Information required when the fire service arrives
Triangle of combustion
Classes of fire and methods of extinction
Operation of fire extinguishers
Basic fire precautions
Fire register and accountability procedures

Questionnaires and Videos: The training is supported by a series of questionnaires
and videos. Each delegate will receive a certificate confirming the completion of
training.
Live Fire Training: The presentation is followed by a comprehensive practical fire
extinguisher handling program terminating with a real fire training exercise on a
portable, environmentally friendly, propane fuelled fire trainer - each delegate will
have the opportunity to extinguish different types and classes of fires.
All of our instructors have at least 10 years operational experience in one of the
fire services
View our website to see what people are saying about this course!
Invest in your staff they are your best asset!
Book now on 0845 0553 999
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